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5.4 TYPES OF ERRORS 

There are two types of positioning errors: correctable and non-correctable. Correctable 

errors are the errors that are essentially the same for two GPS receivers in the same area. 

Non-correctable errors cannot be correlated between two GPS receivers in the same area. 

 

CORRECTABLE ERRORS 

Sources of correctable errors include satellite clock, ephemeris data and ionosphere 

and tropospheric delay. If implemented, SA may also cause a correctable positioning error. 

Clock errors and ephemeris errors originate with the GPS satellite. A clock error is a slowly 

changing error that appears as a bias on the pseudo range measurement made by a receiver. 

An ephemeris error is a residual error in the data used by a receiver to locate a satellite in 

space. 

 

Ionosphere delay errors and tropospheric delay errors are caused by atmospheric 

conditions. Ionospheric delay is caused by the density of electrons in the ionosphere along 

the signal path. A tropospheric delay is related to humidity, temperature, and altitude along 

the signal path. Usually, a tropospheric error is smaller than an ionospheric error. 

 

Another correctable error is caused by SA which is used by U.S Department of Defense 

to introduce errors into Standard Positioning Service (SPS) GPS signals to degrade fix 

accuracy. 

 

The amount of error and direction of the error at any given time does not change 

rapidly. Therefore, two GPS receivers that are sufficiently close together will observe the 

same fix error, and the size of the fix error can be determined. 

 

NON-CORRECTABLE ERRORS 

Non-correctable errors cannot be correlated between two GPS receivers that are 
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located in the same general area. Sources of non-correctable errors include receiver noise, 

which is unavoidably inherent in any receiver, and multipath errors, which    are    

environmental.    Multi-path    errors    are    caused    by     the receiver 'seeing' reflections 

of signals that have bounced off of surrounding objects. The sub-meter antenna is multipath-

resistant; its use is required when logging carrier phase data. Neither error can be eliminated 

with differential, but they can be reduced substantially with position fix averaging. The error 

sources and the approximate RMS error range are given in the Table. 

 

Table- Error Sources (https://www.brainkart.com/article/GPS-Surveying--Correctable-

Errors_4664/) 

 

 

DIFFERENTIAL GPS 

Most DGPS techniques use a GPS receiver at a geodetic control site whose position is 

known. The receiver collects positioning information and calculates a position fix, which is 

then compared to the known co-ordinates. The difference between the known position and 
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the acquired position of the control location is the positioning error. 

 

Because the other GPS receivers in the area are assumed to be operating under similar 

conditions, it is assumed that the position fixes acquired by other receivers in the area 

(remote units) are subject to the same error, and that the correction computed for the control 

position should therefore be accurate for those receivers. The correction is communicated to 

the remote units by an operator at the control site with radio or cellular equipment. In post-

processed differential, all units collect data for off-site processing; no corrections are 

determined in the field. The process of correcting the position error with differential mode 

is shown in the Figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig Differential GPS 

(https://www.brainkart.com/article/Differential-GPS_4665/) 

 

The difference between the known position and acquired position at the control point 

is the DELTA correction. DELTA, which is always expressed in meters, is parallel to the 

surface of the earth. When expressed in local co- ordinate system, DELTA uses North-South 

axis (y) and an East-West axis (x) in 2D operation; an additional vertical axis (z) that is 

perpendicular to the y and x is used in 3D operation for altitude. 
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Applications of GPS 

 

❖ z Providing Geodetic control. 

❖ z Survey control for Photogrammetric control surveys and mapping. 

❖ z Finding out location of offshore drilling. 

❖ z Pipeline and Power line survey. 

❖ z Navigation of civilian ships and planes. z Crustal movement studies. 

❖ z Geophysical positioning, mineral exploration and mining. 

❖  z Determination of a precise geoid using GPS data. 

❖ z Estimating gravity anomalies using GPS. 

❖ z Offshore positioning: shipping, offshore platforms, fishing boats etc. 

 

Astronomical observation of celestial bodies was one of the standard methods of 

obtaining coordinates of a position. This method is prone to visibility and weather condition 

and demands expert handling. Attempts have been made by USA since early 1960's to use 

space based artificial satellites. System TRANSIT was widely used for establishing a 

network of control points over large regions. Establishment of modern geocentric datum and 

its relation to local datum was successfully achieved through TRANSIT. Rapid 

improvements in higher frequently transmission and precise clock signals along with 

advanced stable satellite technology have been instrumental for the development of global 

positioning system. 

 

The NAVSTAR GPS (Navigation System with Time and Ranging Global Positioning 

System) is a satellite-based radio navigation system providing precise three- dimensional 

position, course and time information to suitably equipped user 


